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Thermodynamics: the age of the Earth and the energy of the Sun

1854 : Hermann von Helmholtz

Gravitational energy of protosolar nebula

turns into kinetic energy of meteors

Time ~ EGrav/LSun ~ 30  My

1859:  Charles Darwin   Origin of species :  

Rate of erosion of  the Weald valley is 1 inch/century

or 22 miles wild (X 1100 feet high)  in 300 My

1850s : William Thompson (Lord Kelvin) 

Sun heated at formation from meteorite fall, 

now « an incadescent liquid mass » cooling

age 10 – 100 My

1847 : Robert Julius von Mayer 

Sun heated by fall of meteors



A gaseous, contracting and heating Sun

Mean solar density : ~1.35 g/cc Sun liquid  Incompressible 

1860s: J. Homer Lane ; 1880s :August Ritter :  Sun gaseous  Compressible        

As it shrinks, it releases gravitational energy AND  it gets hotter

Earth

Mayer – Kelvin - Helmholtz Helmholtz - Lane -Ritter 
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A gaseous, contracting and heating Sun

Mean solar density : ~1.35 g/cc Sun liquid  Incompressible 

1860s: J. Homer Lane ; 1880s :August Ritter :  Sun gaseous  Compressible        

As it shrinks, it releases gravitational energy AND it gets hotter 

Source of solar energy : gravitational contraction                                           l

Characteristic timescale of contraction : Tcontraction ~ 30  My

Kelvin – Helmholtz - Ritter     timescale

Earth

Mayer – Kelvin - Helmholtz Helmholtz - Lane -Ritter 



Stellar spectroscopy reveals Helium in the Sun 

Pierre Janssen
Sir 

Norman Lockyer

1868 : co-discovery of 

Helium in the Sun

during a solar eclipse

(Ηλιος = Sun)

Lockyer’s theory of

stellar evolution



RED 

GIANTS

Lockyer’s theory of stellar evolution: running OPPOSITE to current



Subatomic physics

1897 : discovery of the 

electron

by Joseph John Thomson

(Physics Nobel 1906)

1896 : discovery of radioactivity (Uranium) 

by Henri Bequerel

1896-1897 : identification of radioactive 

polonium and radium  by Pierre et Marie Curie

(Physics Nobel 1903) 

1903: 

Thomson’s atom

1897 : identification of

alpha, beta, gamma  rays 

by Ernest Rutherford

(Chemistry Nobel 1908)

Charge +2

Charge -1



1907 Rutherford  : Helium in Sun results from radioactivity

Solar energy also !

Radioactivity: dating of rocks and energy source

1900: Rutherford’s law of radioactive decay N = N0 exp(-t/)

1902: Rutherford  shows that  alpha radiation is Helium nuclei

suggests to use Uranium/Helium  for  dating

1904 : Robert Strutt  (Baron Rayleigh) :  Old rocks from 400 My to 2 Gy < Age Earth

Rutherford and Soddy 1903



The atomic nucleus and the proton

1909: Geiger-Marsden experiment

Strong deflection of a minority of α particles

bombarding a foil of gold

1911: Rutherford

The atom is mostly void : the volume of the

positive charge (nucleus) is 1000 trillion times

smaller than the volume of the atom

Nuclear radius ~ 10-13 cm

1919: Rutherford  produces hydrogen nuclei bombarding nitrogen with alpha particles

N14 + α  O17 + H
1920 : Rutherford names the hydrogen nucleus   proton (charge +1)

1910ies : development of mass spectrograph,

identification of isotopes and  measurements of  their masses 

( =multiples of same « elementary » mass)

by Francis William Aston

(Chemistry Nobel  1922)  

1919: Mass(He4)  =  (1 – 0.007)  x  Mass(4 protons) 



GRAVES OF

Charles Darwin

Sir John Herschel

Sir Isaac Newton

Ernest Rutherford

William Thomson (Kelvin)

Joseph John Thomson

In the Nave of St Peter’s Cathedral at Westminster

Students of J. J. Thompson with Nobel prize

Ernest Rutherford               Chemistry   1908    Radioactivity

Francis William Aston         Chemistry  1922    Mass spectrograph,isotopic masses

William Henry Bragg           Physics      1915    Crystal structure

Charles Glover Barkla         Physics      1917    X-ray spectroscopy

Niels Bohr                             Physics      1922    Atom model, QM

Max Born                              Physics      1954    Wave function QM

Owen Willans Richardson  Physics      1928    Thermionic emission

Charles T. Rees Wilson       Physics      1927    Cloud chamber

George Paget Thomson      Physics       1937    Electron diffraction

Paul Langevin

J. Robert Oppenheimer



Sun’s energy:
Conversion of H to He

Energy production :  E = m c2

First ideas (rather confused):

1919: Jean Perrin
(Physics Nobel  1926) 

Sir Arthur

Stanley Eddington

and the

Internal constitution

of the stars (1916 – 1917)

Mean molecular weight - Stellar opacities - Radiative transfer

Role of radiation pressure   - Mass-luminosity relation

Eddington limit on stellar luminosity – Cepheid pulsations

Standard model of stellar structure : TCENTRAL(Sun)~20 MK

1915: William Draper 

Harkins



The energy source of the Sun
Eddington’s Presidential address to the British Association (24/8/1920)



Problem 1: To make an alpha particle 

( masse = 4 mP ;  charge = 2 + ) 

4 protons +  2 electrons   should be brought together

HOW ?

(neutron unknown then)

P
P

P

Pe
e

Problem 2: To bring just 2 protons together

enormous temperatures (T> 1010 K)

are required, so that particles have

enough kinetic energy  E~kT

to overcome their 

repulsive Coulomb barrier 

whereas Eddington’s stellar model  suggested  

T~107 K

We do not argue with the critic who urges that the stars are not hot 

enough for this process; we tell him to go and find a hotter place.
A. S. EDDINGTON, The Internal Constitution of Stars (1926)

From H  to  He :  an impossible reaction ?

~107 K

~1010 K
Energy

Distance

Nuclear radius

~10-13 cm



1928 : Light in the end of the tunnel !

How do the  emitted α particles get out of the potential well of radioactive nuclei ?

Why their observed energies are <  ECOULOMB, max of those nuclei ?

(ECOULOMB, max being observed in scattering experiments))

1928 G. Gamow

1928-1929  

R. Gurney & E. Condon

Edward Condon

Probabilistic quantum-mechanical

TUNNEL   EFFECT

Particles with E < ECOULOMB, max

have a finite probability to escape

It also explains quantitatively 

why nuclei with larger half-

lives eject   α particles 

with smaller energies

Energy

Distance

Energy

Distance

Gamow factor

George Gamow



Proton fusion may indeed occur in temperatures  at the center of the Sun

thanks to the tunnel effect



1931:  Discovery of  Deuterium 
(heavy hydrogen with mass ~2 mP )

Harold Urey    (Chemistry Nobel  1934)

1932 : Discovery of  neutron
(mass ~ mP , charge =0)

James Chadwick (Physics Nobel  1935)

1932 : Discovery of  positron
(mass ~ me , charge =1 +)

Carl Anderson (Physics Nobel  1936)

1930 :  Prediction of the neutrino
(mass ~ 0 , charge =0)

Wolfgang Pauli (Physics Nobel  1945)

1934 :  development of the theory of β decay

(weak interactions of radioactivity)

Enrico Fermi (Physics Nobel  1938)

But fusion of two protons gives a di-proton   which cannot exist !



1938 : Lev Davidovich Landau

(Physics Nobel 1962)

source of stellar energy :

accretion of inner layers

onto  a small neutron star

found in the center of  stars 





Formation of deuteron

requires a spin flip,

as in the theory of 

Gamow – Teller  (1936) 





What about

elements

heavier

than He ?

Energy

production rate

Temperature (MK)



Why does the Sun shine?

Because it is hot
and it is hot because it is massive

Because its interior is  so hot that 

thermonuclear reactions ignite 

and produce huge amounts  of energy
released in long timescales

Why does the Sun shine for so long?



Atomic physics and spectroscopy

Interactions of fast particles with matter 

Solid state physics

Hydrodynamics, especially shock waves

Nuclear physics (from ‘pure’ physics to bombs)

Nuclear astrophysics (stellar energy, SN,  solar )

Gravitational wave sources 

Nuclear weapons, the arms race, national security

Energy policy, including fission power

1947 Henry Draper Medal

1959 Franklin Medal

1961 Eddington Medal

1961 Enrico Fermi Award

1963 Rumford Prize

1975 National Medal of Science

1989 Lomonosov Gold Medal

1993 Oersted Medal

2001 Bruce Medal

2005 Benjamin Franklin Medal

“Professor Bethe, you may have been astonished  that among your many contributions to physics, 

several of which have been proposed for the Nobel Prize, we have chosen one which contains less 

fundamental physics than many of the others and which has taken only a short part of your long 

time in science […].  Your solution of the energy source of stars is one of the most important 

applications of fundamental  physics in our days, having led to a deep going evolution of our 

knowledge of the universe around us.”   from the presentation speech of Professor  Oskar Klein, 

member of the Swedish Academy of Sciences

Hans  Albrecht   Bethe   (1906  - 2005)

First publication: 1924 (aged 18) A. Bethe and Y. Terada

“Experiments Relating to the Theory of Dialysis” Zeitschrift f. Physik. Chemie, 112, pp. 250-269

Last research publication : 2002 (aged 96) G. C. McLaughlin, R.A.M.J. Wijers, G. E. Brown, H. Bethe

“Broad and Shifted Iron-Group Emission Lines in Gamma-Ray Bursts as Test of the Hypernova Scenario”

Astrophysical Journal, 567, 454-462
Physics Nobel prize 1967

for his discoveries concerning the energy production in stars

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Draper_Medal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franklin_Medal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eddington_Medal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enrico_Fermi_Award
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rumford_Prize
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Medal_of_Science
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lomonosov_Gold_Medal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oersted_Medal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bruce_Medal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benjamin_Franklin_Medal_(American_Philosophical_Society)


If there were a computation to make,  

with the survival of mankind depending on its outcome,  

the only person I would trust for that would be Hans Bethe

After HB showed (1942) that nuclear explosion would not ignite atmospheric N

President’s Science Advisory Committee, 

1956-59

Member, US Delegation to Discussions on 

Discontinuance of Nuclear Weapons Tests, 

1958-59

Scientists movement against the projects of

anti-ballistic missiles (60ies)

and Star wars (80ies)

Bethe: « The supreme problem solver of the 20th century » (Freeman Dyson)

Bethe Teller

Head of Theory Division of 

Manhattan Project (1943-1946)

- calculation of critical mass and  

efficiency  of U-235

- with Richard Feynman : formula for

the atomic bomb’s explosive yield
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The energy source of the Sun
Eddington’s Presidential address to the British Association (24/8/1920)



Luminosity L⊙ = 4 10 33 erg/s

Time  T= 4,5 Gy = 1.35 10 17 s

Energetic demands:  Energy = Luminosity x Time = 5 10 50 ergs           (1)

Efficiency of transformation of mass to energy through 4p →He4  :  = 0.007

Mass  M⊙ = 2 1033 gr

Nuclear energy available : E(nuclear) =    f M⊙ c2 (2)

The energy of the Sun

(1) + (2)  : Fraction of  Sun’s mass (in hydrogen) which participated

in nuclear reactions in the past T=4.5 Gy :  

How much hydrogen is there in the Sun ?



Stellar spectroscopy reveals

the chemical composition AND physical conditions of stellar surfaces 

The intensity of spectral 

lines depends not only on 

the abundances of the 

elements, but also on the

temperature and density

of the stellar atmosphere

Abundant elements

may appear

underabundant

(e.g. H in the Sun)

Hot star

Cold star

Models are required to

infer true abundances,

through the

Saha ionisation 

equation (1925)



1925: Cecilia Payne  

H and He are the most abundant elements in stellar atmospheres



Harkins rule (1915) : elements with specific properties are more abundant than other

(e.g. even vs odd charge or mass number) 

(1929)



(1931)

ROBERT D’ESCOURT ATKINSON



Atkinson (1931) : Formation of all elements from

successive captures of protons and electrons, 

inside the stars themselves

except Helium, produced from radioactivity (!)





Carl Friedrich  von Weizsäcker

(1912  - 2007)





Cosmic abundances of

nuclides are locally
correlated with 

nuclear stability

(Binding energy per nucleon):

alpha-nuclei (A=multiple of 4),

“magic” nuclei, 

Fe peak nuclei or

nuclei with even A or Z

are more abundant

than their neighbors

Nuclear processes 

have shaped the

cosmic abundances 

of the chemical elements

WHERE ?    HOW ?

=Z+N

Fusion  





Fission



Emax

Bethe - von Weizsäcker

formula



1942

Starting at  temperature T~10 GK (10 109 K)

and density ~108 g/cc

built nuclei around Si

In conditions of nuclear equilibrium

A + B ⇔ C + D    
then at lower T and 

built lighter nuclei

But  Fe and heavier nuclei NEVER produced
Temperature ( GK)



NOT nuclear equilibrium

but

time-dependent

treatment of

nuclear reactions

is necessary

and there is little time 

available

(less than

the time for

neutron decay ~1 h)



β Published 1 April 1948

n-capture cross-sections

for A>20

from declassified data 

(Hughes 1946

APS meeting)

Mass number A = Protons + Neutrons 

Log (Abundances)



The Washington Post, 16 April 1948

“World Began in 5 Minutes, New Theory”
At the very beginning of everything, the universe had
infinite density concentrated in a single zero point. Then
just 300 seconds – five minutes – after the start of
everything, there was a rapid expansion and cooling of the
primordial matter. The neutrons – those are the
particles that trigger the atomic bomb –
started decaying into protons and building
up the heavier chemical elements. … This act
of creation of the chemical elements took the surprisingly
short time of an hour. (The Bible story said something
about six days for the act of creation)

Fermi and Turkevich (1949, unpublished)

No elements beyond He, because of A=5 gap

Hayashi (1950)

At T~1010 K : n ⇔ p equilibrium



Pope Pius ΧΙΙ

G. Lemaitre

We may speak of this event as of a beginning. I do not say

a creation. Physically it is a beginning in the sense that if

something happened before, it has no observable

influence on the behavior of our universe, as any feature of

matter before this beginning has been completely lost by

the extreme contraction at the theoretical zero. The

question if it was really a beginning or rather a creation,

something started from nothing, is a philosophical

question which cannot be settled by physical or

astronomical considerations

Address to Pontifical Academy of  Sciences
FIAT  LUX  (1951)

Present-day science, with one sweeping step back across

millions of centuries, has succeeded in bearing witness to

that primordial "Fiat lux" uttered at the moment when, along

with matter, there burst forth from nothing a sea of light and

radiation, while the particles of chemical elements

split and formed into millions of galaxies…

Hence, creation took place in time. Therefore, there is a

Creator. Therefore, God exists! Although it is neither explicit

nor complete, this is the reply we were awaiting from science,

and which the present human generation is awaiting from it.





Old stars of galactic halo (Population II) 

contain less heavy elements (metals)

than the younger stellar population 

(Population I) of the galactic disk

Chamberlain and Aller 1951

The chemical composition 

of the Milky Way

was substantially different in the past

F. Hoyle (mid-40ies): all elements produced 

Inside  stars during their  collapsing stage, 

by thermonuclear reactions 

G. Gamow (mid-40ies): all elements produced 

in the hot primordial Universe (Big Bang) 

by successive neutron captures



1st step

OK

2nd step

NOT OK!
« Friendly Enemy Alien »



First quantitative prediction of a microscopic property of matter (structure of C12 nucleus)

from a macroscopic one (abundances of C12, O16 and Ne20)

Formation and survival of C-12 in He-burning

1st and only prediction of the Anthropic Principle ?

Probability of 

nuclear reaction

Energy Fundamental

Level 1 

Level 2 
Energy

Nucleus 3Nucleus 1

Level 1 It becomes very

high when the

reaction is

resonant

Fred Hoyle suggests that the

reaction Be8 + α  C12  is resonant

because of the existence   of a 

nuclear energy level at 7.7 MeV  

(unknown at that time) in C12 

The level is found in  William Fowler’s

Kellog laboratory in 1953

Salpeter

Hoyle

Formation of 

Be8

Formation of 

C12

Survival of 

C12



Formation of Carbon (C-12)



(1954)





Elements and Isotopes

« Very »  n-

rich

« Moderately »  n-rich

p-rich





Reviews of Modern Physics 1957

Margaret  Geoffrey

Burbidge
William

Fowler

Fred

Hoyle



n from (,n) on 4N+1 nuclei

Data on 

neutron capture

cross-sections 

and yields

from the  first

H-bomb test

in Bikini island

(1954)



1957 :  B2FH



1957 : 

Alastair  G. W. 

Cameron

Nuclear reactions 

in stars  and 

nucleogenesis

(Chalk River 

report)





1965 : discovery of the

Cosmic Microwave Background

Robert

Wilson
Arno

Penzias



X(n)/X(p)~0.13 

at freeze-out

X(He-4)~2 X(n) ~0.25

Hayashi

(1950)

n,p

equilibrium

- Only way to produce   so much He4 ( ̴ 25 % by mass)

- Only way to produce Deuterium  (destroyed in stars)

-Only way to produce so much early Li7

Spite and Spite 1982



Observed

Calculated

William Alfred

Fowler
Physics Nobel 1983

Abundances at solar system 

formation, 4.5 Gy ago

Fred Hoyle



P.A.M. Dirac


